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1. Introduction. One of the basic chapters in the calculus of variations is

the study of integrals that are quadratic in the dependent functions. The

Euler equations for such integrals are self-adjoint linear differential equations.

The study of the second variation of a typical variational problem is essen-

tially the study of quadratic integrals of this type. Simple integral problems

lead to the study of ordinary differential equations and multiple integral

problems lead to study of partial differential equations.

The study of quadratic functionals has always played an important role

in the calculus of variations. However those arising from the various varia-

tional problems normally have been treated separately. The author has been

convinced for many years that Hilbert space methods can be used to obtain a

unified theory for these problems. In 1951 the author published a paper

[ll](2) giving the fundamental theorems on quadratic forms in Hilbert space

that are pertinent to problems in the calculus of variations. As is to be ex-

pected the quadratic forms that are of interest in variational theory have

certain special properties. The most important class is comprised of those

forms that can be made positive definite by the addition of a suitably chosen

completely continuous quadratic form. The author called these Legendre

forms, because in the applications to the calculus of variations these forms

are characterized by the condition of Legendre in its strengthened form. In

the theory of partial differential equations Gaarding's inequality [8] is equiv-

alent to the statement that a certain quadratic form is a Legendre form. The

coercieve integrodifferential forms of Aronszajn [l] are also Legendre forms.

The second important class of quadratic forms are those that are lower semi-

continuous with respect to weakly convergent sequences. These are the ones

that can be made nonnegative by the addition of a completely continuous

quadratic form. In variational theory they are normally characterized by the

Legendre condition in its weaker form.

In addition to the study of Legendre forms and weakly lower semi-con-

tinuous forms, the author studied a theory of indices of these forms and a
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generalized theory of focal points. These are concerned with boundary value

problems and Sturm Liouville theory. A sketch of the application of this

theory to simple integral problems and ordinary differential equations was

given. The application to multiple integral problems and to partial differen-

tial equations was postponed, except for some minor remarks. However, cer-

tain applications to multiple integral problems were kept in mind in the

formulation of the theory.

One of the reasons for omitting the applications to multiple integral prob-

lems in the earlier paper was that a suitable condition of Legendre for mul-

tiple integral problems had not been completely established. In view of the

results given by Graves [9J and Van Hove [24] the condition of Legendre at

interior points of the region was essentially known for integrals involving

derivatives of the first order. The corresponding results for integrals involving

higher derivatives is a corollary of analogous results in the theory of partial

differential equations developed by Gaarding, Friedrichs, Browder, and

others. A suitable condition of Legendre at boundary points has not been

established in the general case. If the boundary is sufficiently smooth, a satis-

factory condition can be formulated and is so formulated in the present paper.

This result is sufficiently general so as to yield the analogous results given by

Aronszajn and Schechter for partial differential equations. When the results

here given are applied to the theory of partial differential equations, one

obtains necessary and sufficient conditions for Gaarding's inequality to hold.

In a certain sense the present paper is incomplete in that the implications

of index theory to multiple integral problems have not been carried out and

the applications to boundary value problems have been omitted. The exten-

sion of the theory of conjugate points and focal points to multiple integral

problems has been omitted also. This extension has been carried out in part

by Dennemeyer [6].

As is to be expected, the theory developed here is applicable to the theory

of partial differential equations of elliptic type. These applications are de-

veloped in part in §§12 and 13, where it is recalled again that conditions of

ellipticity for differential equations are equivalent to conditions of Legendre

of certain integrals. It is shown, in particular, that if a partial differential

equation is elliptic in a suitable sense, the strong solutions always exist for

the compatible case. This is done without first establishing the existence of

weak solutions. Moreover, differentiability theorems are obtained. Again the

discussion is incomplete. However, it is hoped that sufficient material has been

given to illustrate the applications to partial differential equations.

The literature on this subject is large. A brief list of references is given at

the end of the paper. Further references can be found in these papers. As is

to be expected, there is a close connection between the ideas and methods pre-

sented in the present paper and in the earlier paper to those given by various

writers in the theory of partial differential equations. In this connection the
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author is particularly indebted to Aronszajn, Browder, Friedrichs, Gaarding,

Hörmander, Morrey, Nirenberg, Schechter and van Hove. In particular free

use has been made of the ideas given by Schechter.

The results here given can be used to establish a very general sufficiency

theorem for weak relative minima for multiple integral problems in the

calculus of variations. The proof can be made by the indirect method used

previously by the author [12 ].

2. Preliminary remarks. The purpose of this section is to recall some re-

sults in the theory of Hubert space that will be useful in the present paper.

We shall use the notations and terminology used previously by the author

[ll], except for some minor exceptions.

Let 31 be a Hubert space over the field of reals or over the field of com-

plexes. The symbols x, y, z, ■ ■ ■ normally will denote elements of 21 and the

symbols a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ will denote scalars. As is customary, we denote the

inner product by (x, y) and the norm by ||x|| = (x, x)112. A sequence {xq} in

31 will be said to converge weakly to x0, written xq—*Xo, if (xq, y)—K*o, y) for

each y in 31. A sequence {xq} in 31 will be said to converge strongly to oc0, writ-

ten xq=*Xo, if \\xq — Xo\\—»0.

A bounded linear functional L(x) on 31 will be called a linear form on 31.

A functional Q(x, y) on 31X31 will be called a bilinear form in 31 if Q(x, y)
and the conjugate Q(y, x) of Q(y, x) are linear forms in x for each y in 31. If

in addition Q(x, y) = Q(y, x), then Q(x) = Q(x, x) will be called a quadratic

form on 31. The terms positive, nonnegative, negative, nonpositive quadratic

forms on 31 are self-explanatory. A quadratic form Q(x) will be said to be

positive definite on 31 if there is a real number A>0 such that Q(x) ^A||x||2

holds on 21.
A quadratic form K(x) will be said to be w-continuous (completely con-

tinuous) on 21 if K(xq)—>P(xo) whenever xq—>x0. A quadratic form Q(x) will

be said to be wls-continuous on 31 if lim inf3=00 Q(xt) ^Q(x0) whenever xq—>x0.

A quadratic form Q(x) is w/s-continuous if and only if it is expressible in the

form

(2.1) Q(x) = P(x) + K(x)

where P is nonnegative and K is w-continuous. If Q is representable in the

form (2.1) on 31 as the sum of a positive definite form P and a w-continuous

form K, then Q will be called a Legendre form. As was shown by the author

a quadratic form Q is a Legendre form if and only if it is w/s-continuous and

xq=>xa whenever xq—>x0 and Q(xq)-^>Q(xo). Moreover it is a Legendre form

if and only if it is positive definite in the orthogonal complement of a finite

dimensional subspace of 3(. Legendre forms play a fundamental role in the

calculus of variations. In the present paper they will be used in order to

establish existence theorems for partial differential equations of elliptic type.

Given a quadratic form J(x) we say that two vectors x and y are J-orthog-
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onal in case J(x, y) = 0. The class of all vectors that are /-orthogonal to the

vectors in a given class (B will be called the J-orthogonal complement of (B and

will be denoted by <$>J. Clearly (&J is a subspace of 21. The vectors in the class

(Bo = (Bn(B/ will be called the J-null vectors of (B. The dimension of (B0 will be

called the nullity of J on (B. If (B0 consists only of the vector x = 0, then /

will be said to be nondegenerate on (B. The quadratic form will be said to be

nonsingular on a subspace (B of 21 if given a linear form L on (B there is a

unique vector y in (B such that L(x) = J(x, y) on (B. In this event J is non-

degenerate on (B.

3. Auxiliary theorems. The purpose of this section is to establish certain

properties of Legendre forms, that characterize these forms. These results

are useful, not only in the existence theorems here given, but also in the

theory of the second variation for simple and multiple integral problems in

the calculus of variations.

Theorem 3.1. Let P, Q be quadratic forms on 21. If P(x)^Q(x) on 21 and
Q is wls-continuous on 21, then P is wts-conlinuous on 21. // P(x) ^Q(x) on 21

and Q(x) is a Legendre form on 21, then P is a Legendre form on 21. i/ P is

positive definite on 21, then Q is wise on 21 if and only if for every positive number

e the quadratic form Q-j-tP is a Legendre form on 21. // P is positive definite on

2Í, then Q is a Legendre form on 21 if and only if there is a positive number h

such that Q — hP is wls-continuous on 21.

This result follows readily from the definitions and results given in the

preceding section [ll, pp. 545, 553].

Theorem 3.2. Let K be a w-continuous quadratic form on 21 and let J be a

quadratic form on 2Í. Suppose that J(x)>0 whenever P(x)=0 and x^O. Then

J is a Legendre form on 21 if and only if there is a real number b such that

J-\-bK is positive definite on 21.

This result has been established previously by the author [ll, p. 561].

Theorem 3.3. If J is a quadratic form on 21 then there exist unique sub-

spaces 2l+, 2to, 2l_ of 21 that are mutually orthogonal and J-orthogonal and are

such that J is positive on 21+, is negative on 2I_ and is zero on 2lo. The class 2Io

¿5 the class of J-null vectors on ?(.

This result follows from a standard theorem on bounded linear operators

and has been established by the author [ll, p. 543].

Corollary 1. // the dimension of 2lo is infinite or if the dimensions of 21+

and 21- are both infinite there exists an infinite dimensional subspace 6 of 21

on which J is w-continuous.

If ?lo is of infinite dimension, select 6 = 21. Consider next the case in which

21+ and ?(_ are of infinite dimension. Let {yn\ and ¡z„} be orthonormal se-
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quences in 31+ and 31- respectively and having the additional property that

J(ym, yn)=J(zm, z»)=0 (mAn). Set x„=yn cos 0„+z„ sin 0„, where 0„ is

chosen so that

„   J(xn) = J(yn) cos2 6n + J(zn) sin2 0„ = 0, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Since J(xm, x„)=0, as one readily verifies, it follows that J(x)=0 on the

subspace C of 31 spanned by the orthonormal sequence {x„}. Hence J is w-

continuous on C, as was to be proved.

Observe that if we choose 0„ above so that 0 <7(x„) < 1/2" then / will be

positive on Q, as well as w-continuous on C. In this selection it is immaterial

whether z„ is in SI_ or in Slo. Hence we have

Corollary 2. 7/21+ is of infinite dimension and if at least one of the sub-

spaces Sto and 8t_ is of infinite dimension, then there is an infinite dimensional

subspace 6 on which J is positive and w-continuous.

As a further result in this direction we have

Theorem 3.4. A positive quadratic form P on 31 is positive definite on 31 if

and only if every subspace G of 31 on which P is w-continuous is of finite dimen-

sion. A positive quadratic form is positive definite on 31 if and only if for every

linear form L(x) there is a vector y in 31 such that L(x) =P(x, y) for all x in 3Í.

Suppose that P is w-continuous on a subspace 6 of 31 and that P is posi-

tive definite on 31. Let {x„} be a sequence in 6 that converges weakly to a

vector x0. Then P(x„)—>£(x0) and hence x„=>Xo. Hence weak and strong

convergence are equivalent on C and 6 must be of finite dimension.

Suppose next that P fails to be positive definite on 34 Then, as is easily

seen, one can select an orthonormal sequence {x„} such that J(xm, x„)

= 0 (mAn) and 7(x„)^l/2n. Then, on the space spanned by {x„} we have

00

J(X)   =   E^(*n)|an|2
n-1

where an= (x, x„). Since J(x„) ^ 1/2" it follows that J(x) is w-continuous on

6. The last statement was established previously. This proves ¿he theorem.

Lemma 3.5. Let J be a quadratic form on 3t. Then either J or — J is a

Legendre form on 31 if and only if x„=>0 whenever x„—->0, J(x„)—->0. Moreover,

J or —J is a Legendre form on 31 if and only if every subspace Q of 3Í on which

J is w-continuous is of finite dimension.

The first statement in the theorem has been established previously by

the author [ll, p. 553]. In order to prove the second statement suppose that

no subspace C of 31 on which / is w-continuous is of infinite dimension. Then,

by Corollary 1, the dimension of 3(o is finite, as is the dimension of 31+ or of
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2l_. Suppose therefore that 21- is of finite dimension. By Theorem 3.4, J is

positive definite on 2Í+. Since 21+ is the orthogonal complement of a subspace,

namely 2lo+2f_, of finite dimension, it follows that /is a Legendre form. The

converse follows readily from the first statement in the theorem.

Corollary. If J is a Legendre form on 21, the subspaces 2lo and 2l_ described

in Theorem 3.3 are of finite dimension. In particular J is of finite nullity on 21.

This result follows from the fact that — J(x) ^0 on e = 2lo+2l- and hence

is w/s-continuous on C. Since J is also w/s-continuous on 6, it follows that J

is w-continuous on e. Hence e is of finite dimension, as was to be proved. The

nullity of / on 21 is the dimension of 2lo.

Theorem 3.6. Let J(x) be a quadratic form on 21 and let (B be a subspace

of 21. Suppose that (B possesses an infinite dimensional subspace on which J is

nondegenerate, then either J or —J is a Legendre form on (B if and only if one

of the following conditions is met.

(a) The relation 2Í = G + QJ holds for every subspace 6 of <B on which J is

nondegenerate.

(b) The relation (ei\eJ)J=e + QJ holds for every subspace 6 of (B.

(c) Given a subspace Q of (ñ on which J is nondegenerate and a linear

form L, there is a unique vector y in Q such that L(x) = J(x, y) for all x in Q.

(d) Given a subspace C of (B and a linear form L such that L(x) = 0 on

ei\eJ, then there is a vector y in 6 such that L(x) = J(x, y) for all x in G.

The equivalence of the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) has been established

previously by the author(3). Moreover, it was shown that these conditions

are all necessary.

Suppose now that condition (c) holds. Then by Theorem 3.4 J is positive

definite on every subspace (B+ of (B on which it is positive and negative definite

on every subspace (B_ of (B on which it is negative. This is possible, by Theo-

rem 3.4 and the corollaries to Theorem 3.3, if and only if J is w-continuous

on no infinitely dimensional subspace C of (B. Hence either J or — / is a

Legendre form on (B, by virtue of the last theorem.

Theorem 3.7. Let J be a Legendreform and let K(x) be a positive w-continu-

ous quadratic form. A quadratic form H(x) is w-continuous on 21 if and only if

given an e>0 there is a constant b such that

(3.1) \H(x)\   = tJ(x) + bK(x)

holds on 21.

(3) [l 1, pp. 554-556]. In this reference, these conditions were given necessary and sufficient

conditions for "quasinonsinguiarity," and it was shown that every Legendre form was quasinon-

singular. The converse was not established. In Theorem 12.4 of the paper cited one should add

"and of finite nullity."
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If H(x) is w-continuous, then tJ-\-H and eJ—H are Legendre forms,

where e>0. By virtue of Theorem 3.2 there is a constant 6>0 such that

eJ-T-H+bK and eJ—HA-bK are positive definite. Hence (3.1) holds. Con-

versely, suppose that for every positive number t there is a positive number b

such that (3.1) holds. If {xn} is a sequence in 31 such that x„—>0, it follows

from (3.1) that

lim sup | H(xn) j   ^ e lim sup J(xn).

Since e is arbitrary we have lim,,«, H(xn) =0, that is, 7f is w-continuous, as

was to be proved.

4. Connections between Legendre forms and operators. Consider now a

second Hubert space 31' having the same scalars as 31. Its elements will be

denoted by x', y', • • • , its inner product by (x', y')' and its norm by ||x'||'.

Let A be a bounded linear operator on 31 to 31'. Let (Ra be the range of A

and SHa its null space, that is, all x in 31 such that ,4x = 0. The dimension of

Wa will be called the nullity of A on 31. We shall be concerned with finding

conditions which will insure the solvability of the equation Ax = x', when x'

is prescribed. Clearly if a solution exists, then x' must be orthogonal to the

null space of the adjoint A* of A. This condition is sufficient if and only if

the range (Ra of A is the orthogonal complement of the null space of A*,

that is, if and only if (RA is closed. A criterion that (Ra be closed is given in the

following.

Theorem 4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition tfiat the operator A be of

finite nullity and that its range be closed is that the quadratic form J(x) = J(x, x)

defined by the bilinear form

(4.1) J(x, y) = (Ax, Ay)'

be a Legendre form on 31.

Observe that since 7(x) = ||.4x||'2 = 0if and only if ^4x = 0 the 7-orthogonal

complement 2F of 31 is Wa- Suppose now that 7 is a Legendre form on 31. Then

the dimension of 9(C4 = 2io = 2F is finite, by the corollary to Theorem 3.6. Let

y' be an element in the closure of (Ra. The linear form

L(x) = J(Ax, y')

vanishes on SSIa- By Theorem 3.6 there is accordingly a vector y in 21 such

that the relation

0 - L(x) - J(x, y) = (Ax, y' - Ay)

holds for all x in 2Í. Since y' is in the closure of (Ra this is possible only in

case y'=^4y. Hence (Ra is closed.

Suppose next that A is of finite nullity and that its range is closed. Then
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J is of finite nullity. We can assume that 31a = 0 since this can be obtained by

restricting A to the orthogonal complement of 9í¿. Moreover we can suppose

that 3T = (R¿. Then A has an inverse A~l whose domain is in 31'. Since A is

closed so also is A-1. It follows that A'1 is bounded. There is accordingly a

constant m>0 such that

||/l-V|| = — ||*||'.
m

Setting x = A~xx', i.e., x' — Ax we have

/(*) = \\Ax\\'2 ^ m2||x||2.

Consequently J is positive definite and hence is a Legendre form, as was to

be proved.

Corollary. The range of A is closed if and only if the quadratic form J

defined by (4.1) is positive definite on the orthogonal complement of its null space

Ka.

As a further result we have

Theorem 4.2. // 31' = 31 and the quadratic form Ji(x) = Ji(x, x) defined by
the bilinear form

(4.2) Jl(x,y) = (Ax,y) + (x,Ay)

is a Legendre form on 31, then A is of finite nullity and the range of A is closed.

It is sufficient, by Theorem 4.1, to show that the quadratic form /defined

by (4.1) is also a Legendre form. Suppose that this is not the case. Then,

by Theorem 3.5, there is an infinite dimensional subspace 6 of A on which /

is w-continuous. Let {x,} be a sequence in C such that xq—>0. Then J(xq)—>0,

that is, Axq=$0. Consequently, (x„ Axq)—*0 and hence J\(xq)—>0. The quad-

ratic form /i is therefore w-continuous on e. This is impossible, by Theorem

3.5, since J\ is Legendre form. This proves the theorem.

Corollary. // 3T = 2Í and Ji is a Legendre form on the orthogonal comple-

ment of 31 a , then the range of A is closed.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the nullity of A is finite and let C be a compact

linear operator on 31 to a Hilbert space 31". Let B be the operator on 31 to the car-

tesian product 3t'X3í" defined by the pair {Ax, Cx\. The range of A is closed

if and only if the range of B is closed. If 31" = 31', then the range of A is closed if

and only if the range of B = A + C is closed. In either event if the range of A is

closed, the nullity of B is finite.

This result is obtained by applying Theorem 4.1. In the first instance

the range of B is closed if and only if the quadratic form J2 defined by
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Mx) = /(*) + K(x),       J(x) - \\Ax\\'2,       K(x) = \\Cx\\"2

is a Legendre form on 21. Since C is compact, K(x) is w-continuous. Conse-

quently J2 is a Legendre form if and only if / is a Legendre form. It follows

that the first conclusion in the theorem holds.

Suppose next that 21" = 21' and B = A + C. Then

K(x) = {Ax, Cx)' + (Cx, Ax)' + (Cx, Cx)'

is w-continuous on 21. Hence / is a Legendre form on 21 if and only if

\\Bx\\'2 = /(*) + K(x)

is a Legendre form on 21. This proves the theorem.

5. Some theorems on integral means and related results. Before studying

applications of the results given in the preceding pages, it will be convenient

to have at hand certain properties of a type of integral mean that will be

useful in the pages that follow. To this end let T be an interval a_£_& in an

wi-dimensional euclidean space of points t = (h, • • • , tm). Let x(t) be an

integrable function on T and set

xh(t) = -.—r f x(t + h(s - t))ds, 0 < h < 1,
T\J T

where | T\ denotes the measure of T. For each h on 0<hgl the function xk

will be called the h-average of T. This integral mean retains the essential

properties of the integral means normally used and has the advantage that it

is defined over the whole region T without extending the function to be de-

fined on the complement of T. This property is particularly useful when de-

rivatives of the function are involved.

The properties of this function will be stated in a sequence of lemmas. In

describing these properties we shall sometimes center our attention on a par-

ticular component /„ of /; we denote the set of complementary components

by t¿ and shall write /=(/„, t¡). Thus the interval o = í = o is the cartesian

product of aa^tig-b, and a,' =/,' =ôff'. Occasionally we shall use the abbrevi-

ations:

p = l + h(s-l),     p, = /. + h(s, - t„),     pj = ti + h(sj - tl),

r-(i-*)/,      t, = (i-a)/„       Ti = (\-h)t:.

In our proof we shall assume that a„ = 0, ô„= 1. Then xh is given in the simpler

forms

(5.2)   xh(l) =   I   x(p)ds = — I       x(p)dp = — ( I   x(pc, p¿)dp,ds¿.
Jo hmJr h J r,      Jo

With these notations in mind we can prove a sequence of lemmas. In these
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lemmas it is understood that % is a real or complex integrable function of /

on T.

Lemma 5.1. The h-average xh of x is a continuous function on T for each h

on 0<A = 1 and limA=0 xh(t) =x(t) almost everywhere on T. If x is in £p (pel),

there is a constant M such that

(5.3) f \ xk(t)\' = M f | x(l)\'dt.
J T J T

Moreover

(5.4) lim    f | xh(t) - x(l)\»dt = 0.
Ä=0    J T

If [xq\ is a sequence of functions in £p converging weakly to x, then for each

h on 0<A = 1 one has lim,=00 x*(t) = xh(t) uniformly on T.

These results can be established by an argument like those in proving

the analogous results for standard integral means. The same is true for the

results given in the following lemma. In the proof of the lemma one uses the

formula

dxh      1 - h

dt, h
I    [x(t, + h, p¡) — x(t„ p-)]dsj

Ja

which holds almost everywhere on T.

Lemma 5.2. For each integer a^m the function xh is absolutely continuous in

t, on a,^t,^b, for each tj on a!, ;=/„' = o„'. If x is in £p (p=z\) so also is

dxh/dt,. Moreover, there is a constant N independent of h such that

/' I dxh p N  C
-  dt£—\   I x(t)\'dt.

t I ât,             hp J t

If for almost all ti on a¿ =¿„' =o„', the function x is absolutely continuous in t,

on a,^t,^b and dx/dt, is integrable on T, then

dxh

(5.6) — = (1
dt.

/ dx V

The following lemma will be useful. By the support set of a function x(t)

will be meant the closure of the set of points at which x(¿)=^0.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that linu_0#*(<) =x(t) for each t in T for which the

limit lim>i_o x''(t) exists. Then given an integer <r = « the following statements are

equivalent:

(1)  There exists an integrable function x„(t) on T such that
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(5.7) f {*(/) — + x,(t)y(t)\ dt = 0
J t K dt, )

for every function of class C* whose support set is interior to P.

(2) PAere exists an integrable function x„(t) on T such that

fit f i
(5.8) I     {x(d„ U) - x(c„, ti))dti =  I   xc(t)dt,

J ci Je
t

holds for all intervals c^t^d in T except for (c, d) on a set of 2m-dimensional

measure zero.

(3) The function x(t) is absolutely continuous in tc on a,^t,^¡b, for almost

all tí on aj ^ t¡, ^ bj and dx/dt, is integrable on T.

If x has these properties, then x, = dx/dt, almost everywhere on T and the

formula (5.8) holds for every interval c^t^d in T.

This result has been established by Calkin [5] and Morrey [15; 16].

Corollary. Let {xq} be a sequence of functions of class C on T converging

in the mean of order p to a function x on T, where x has been normalized so that

lim xh(t)=x(t) whenever lim^o xh(t) exists. If the sequence of derivatives

{dxjdt,} converges in the mean of order p on T to a function x„, then x and x,

are related as described in Theorem 5.3.

This result follows from the fact that the relation (5.7) holds with x, x„

replaced by xq and bxjbt, and hence also for the functions x, x, given in the

corollary.

Lemma 5.4. Suppose that, for each integer a^m, x is absolutely continuous

in t, on a, ^ t, á b, for almost all tj on aj ^ /„' g &,'. Suppose further that the

functions x and x„ = dx/dt, (o~ = 1, ■ ■ ■ , m) are in £p (p¿zl). There is a con-

stant M independent of h such that

(5.9) f \ xh(t) - x(t) \>dt Ú h"M f [\xi\2+ ■ ■ ■ + | xm\2]pl2dt.

In view of the last corollary it is sufficient to prove the theorem under

the hypothesis that x(t) is of class C on T. Consider the difference

(5.10) **(<) - x(l) =   f [x(P) - x(t)]ds = A f f(t, 6h)d6
Jo Jo

where

fil, A) =   I   is, — t,)x,(p)ds (a summed).
Jo

An application of Holder's inequality yields
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|/(/.A) |*á   f {x.(p)xa(p)}piHs.
Jo

Hence there is a constant M such that

f  \f(t,k)\'dt£   f   f  [x,0>)x,(p)]»'2á/¿j = M f [*„x„]"'2¿¿.

Combining this with (5.10) it follows that (5.9) holds.

Lemma 5.5. Le/ i»(í) ¿>e Lipschitzian on T and set

(5.11) zh(t) = -,—T f [v(p) - v(t)]x(p)ds = (vx)k - vx\
I  T\ JT

If x is in £p (p^l) then

f i i C\ dzh\"
(5.12) lim        | zh(t) \pdt m 0,     lim   I   -   dt = 0        (o- = 1, • • • , m).

/¡=o  J t *-o J r| dk |

This result has been established by Friedrichs for mollifiers [7]. It holds

for all standard forms of the integral mean. The first limit in (5.2) follows

from Lemma 5.1 and the definition of zh. As a first step in the proof of the

second limit in (5.12) we shall show that there is a constant A7 independent

of h such that

/• > I dzh p r1,
—  dt ^ N" \    | x(t)

0     I   dta J 0
pdt.

To this end we write

zk(t. + r,t.') - **(<)
Ai+ A2- .4,

where

1    /•*•
A, = ± — j     Bds„,       ßo = r„ + (1 - h)r,

rhJTll

A2 = ± — I        Bds„
rh J h+

-B =  I    [»(i«.P«) - «"M ]*(*»! P» )<&.-',
■^ (1

Xfc + .)-K9
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Since v(t) is Lipschitzian we may select a constant k such that

| v(s) - v(t) I   á k I s - 11 .

Since |s — /| 2_»iA2 we have

km112 r1" r1
AA   = -   I I *(ja, p,') |¿Je¿S,',

r     JT,   Jo

From this result it follows that there is a constant L such that

f   | Ai\*dt = K"m»i2L f   | *(/) |*¿¿.

This formula also holds with Ai replaced by A2. Finally

r f   | x(t) \'dt.
J 0•/ o / o

The inequality (5.13) follows from these inequalities.

In order to prove the second limit in (5.12), observe that it holds if * is

of class C', as can be seen by differentiation. Given x in £p choose a sequence

of functions {xq} of class C converging in the mean of order p to x. Writing

Ml = [^hwN]
Up

and letting z\ be defined by (5.11) with x replaced by xq we have

dzq       dz

dt,       dt.
= Alk - * ,

by (5.13). Consequently

h
dz

dt.

dz,

dt.
+

dzq      dzh

dt,        dl.

dz.

dl.
+ N\\xq - x\\

Hence

lim sup
dzh

dt.
= N\\xa

Since \\xq — x\\—»0 it follows that limA_0 ||dzVd¿„!| =0, as was to be proved.

6. Hubert space 3C* and 3C. A real or complex valued function x(t) will be

said to be of class Da on an interval T in an wz-dimensional space of points

t — (h, • • • , tm) if it is integrable on T, if x(t) is equal to the limit limA_0 xh(t)

of its /i-average xh whenever this limit exists and if x(t) =0 elsewhere. It will
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be said to be of class Dw on T if it is of class D° and if there exist functions

xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm of class D° on T such that (5.7) holds for every interval c=£ = d

in T. In view of Lemma 5.3 the function x,(t) will be called the partial deriva-

tive (dx/dt,) of x on T. A function x on T will be of class Dik) (k> 1) on T if

it is of class D(k~n and its (k — l)st partial derivatives are of class Da).

Finally, a function will be said to be of class Dlk) on an open set T if it is of

class D(k) on every interval in T. It should be observed that if * is of class

D{k) on T and its &th derivatives are bounded then x is of class Ck~l and its

(k— l)st derivatives are Lipschitzian. In this event x will be said to be of class

B<*> on T.

Let 3C* be the class of all complex valued functions x'(t) (/=1, ••-,«)

of class Dk on an open set T which together with its partial derivatives of

orders =fc are square integrable on T. Given a set of m nonnegative integers

a = (ai, • ■ • , am) let

i \«\        dMx> .
(6.1) Xa=( — i)     - \a\   -ai+---+am.

dpi . . . dl0"»
1 m

If | a| =0 we have x}a = xK The class 3C* with

(*j y)k =   I  x'a(t)y'a(i)dt (| a |   ^ k, j = n)
J T

forms a Hubert space, as is easily seen with the help of Lemma 5.3. Here

and elsewhere a repeated index in a term denotes summation with respect to

that index unless otherwise specified or implied. The norm in 3C* will be de-

noted by ||*||*. When k is held fast as is normally done, we shall use the simpler

notations 3C, (*, y), \\x\\ in place of ¡JC*, (x, y)*, ||*||*. If we wish to denote the

dependence of 3C* on T or « we shall use the alternate notations 3C*(F),

3C*(F), 3C". We are also interested in the case in which the functions x and

the scalars in X* are restricted to be real. In this event we set ä = a and replace

— i by 1 in the formula (6.1). Although we shall restrict ourselves to the com-

plex case, the proofs are designed so as to be equally valid in the case of reals,

whenever it is possible to do so.

Hereafter we shall assume that the set T is the union of a finite number

of sets Peach of which is the one to one image of an m-dimensional interval

S under a transformation t(s) which together with its inverse s(t) satisfies a

uniform Lipschitz condition. Under this assumption the following theorem

can be established.

Theorem 6.1. The quadratic form

K(x) -   | x'abiUUt       ( | a |   è k, | ß |   g k, j a |  + | ß |   < 2k, i á »,j S h)
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where b%(t) =b%a(t) are bounded integrable functions of t on T, is w-continuous

on 3C*. In particular \\x\\l with h<k is w-continuous on 3C* and the quadratic

form

B(x) -  f   f xi(s)c^(s, t)4(t)dsdt  (| a]   úk, \ß\   ^k)

îs w-continuous on 3Ct t/ ¿Ae functions c^(s, t) = ¿¿„(i, s) are square integrable

on TXT.

The last statement is well known. A simple proof has been given by the

author [ll, p. 531]. The w-continuity of K follows from the w-continuity of

||x||J for h<k. In order to prove that ||x||J (h<k) is w-continuous, it is suffi-

cient to prove that ||x||o is w-continuous on 3Ci. This fact has been established

by Morrey in the papers cited above. A simple proof can be made as follows.

It is sufficient to treat the case when w = 1.

Suppose first that Tis an interval and let {x„} be a sequence of functions

in 3Ci that converges weakly to x = 0. Then, by Lemma 5.1, the A-averages

x"t(t) of xq(t) converge uniformly to x = 0 for each h on 0<A = 1. In view of

Lemma 5.4 there is a constant M such that

||xq - xq\\0 = AJIf||x„||i.

Hence if we select N so that ||x«||iá A^ we have

||x„||o ^ ||x9||o + ||x, — x9||o = ||x»||o + kMN,

lim sup ¡|x,||o = hMN
Q =  00

for each h on 0<A = 1. Consequently ||xa||o—»0, as was to be proved.

Suppose next that T is the one to one image of an interval under a trans-

formation t(s) which together with its inverse s(t) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz

condition. Then the Jacobians j(s), j~l(t) of t(s) and s(/)-are bounded almost

everywhere. There is accordingly a constant e>0 such that \j(s)\ ïie almost

everywhere on S and |/-1(')| =e almost everywhere on T. Under the trans-

formation t(s) a function x(t) in 3Ci(T) is transformed into the function y(s)

= x(t(s)) in 3Ci(S) and the chain rule for differentiation holds. Moreover, in

view of the uniform Lipschitz condition, there exist positive constants M

and N such that for almost all corresponding points j and t we have

Mxa(l)xa(l) ^ ya(s) ?a(s) = Nxa(t)xa(l), \a\   = 1.

It follows that, with \a\ = 1,
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N  i xaxadt è I yaya I j(s) \ ds ^ e  I yayads ^ «2A7 I xaxadt,
J T J S J S */j»

f |x|2¿¿ = e  f |y|2ds^ e2 f | *|2<i/.
J f J S J T

With the help of these inequalities it follows that xa—>0 in 3Q.i(T) if and only

if the corresponding sequence yq—>0 in 3di(S) and that ||xa||o—*0 if and only if

||y,||o—>0. Thus ||x||o is w-continuous in 3Ci(T) as was to be proved.

If T is the union of a finite number of sets Pi, • • • , Tp of the type just

described, and x4—>0 in X-iiT), then the section of xq(t) on Tn converges

weakly to zero on 3Ci(Th) (A = 1, ■ • • , p). It follows that

lim   I    | xq(t) \2dt = 0, A = 1, • • • , p.
8=0    J Th

Consequently ||x,||o-^0 as was to be proved.

In the following theorem we shall assume that to each point to on the

boundary of T there is a neighborhood N of to and an integer u^m such that

NC\ T is the one to one image of the interval

0 ^ 5, < 1  (a := u), -1 <5r < 1  (M <t)

(¿o corresponding to 5 = 0) under a transformation /(¿-) which together with

inverse 5(0 is of class Dk and possesses uniformly bounded Ath derivatives.

The portion of the boundary of T in N corresponds to points s having

s„ = 0 (cr^ju). The assumption that the Ath derivatives of t(s) and s(t) are

uniformly bounded is equivalent to the assumption that they are of class

Qk-i) ancj their (¿_ i)st derivatives are bounded. If T has the properties just

described then it will be said to be of class Bk and integer u will be called the

index of to as a boundary point of T.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose the boundary of T is of class Bk and let (&k be the

class of all x in 3Ck whose kth derivatives are bounded on T. The class (&k is

dense in JC^ and consists of all x in Xk of class C(k~u on T whose (A —1)5/ deriva-

tives are Lipschitzian. Let 3C*o be the closure in 3Ck of the class of x in (S>k which

together with its first (A —1) derivatives vanish on the boundary of T. Then 3C*0

is the closure of the functions of class C-x) in 3C* whose support set is in T.

7. Legendre forms on subspaces of 3C = 5Ck- Throughout this section 21 de-

notes a subspace of 5C = ,7Ci and J denotes a quadratic form of the type

(7.1) J(x) = R(x) + K(x)

where K(x) is w-continuous on 21 and
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(7.2) R(x) =   f xha(t)rhJg(t)xß(t)dt.
J T

Here h,j are summed from 1 to « and a= (ai, • ■ • , am), ß= (ßi, • • • , ßm) are

summed over all indices such that |a| =\ß\ =k. The functions r^(/) are

assumed to be continuous on T and to satisfy the relation f% = r%, on T.

Theorem 7.1. Let % be a subspace of 3C* and let 21« be the class of all x in 21

whose support set have diameters at most e. If J is a Legendre form on 21, there

exist positive numbers e and h such that the inequality

(7.3) J(x)^h\\x\\2

holds for all x in 2le.

Suppose that the conclusion in the theorem is false. Then there exists a

sequence \xq} such that xq is in 2li/, and

(7.4) J(xq) < (l/q)\\xq\\2.

We can suppose that the sequence \xq\ has been chosen so that ||a:9|| = l.

Since \xq} then converges weakly in subsequence, we can suppose that it

converges weakly to a vector x0 in 21. Since the diameter of the support set

for xq is at most \/q it follows that xo = 0. Since J is w/s-continuous we have

0 = /(*o) Û lim inf J(x„) í¡ lim sup /(*,) ^ 0.
Q =   CO Q =  X

Consequently J(xq)-*0 and hence xq=>0, since J is a Legendre form. This is

impossible, since j|jca|| = 1 and the theorem is established.

As a converse to Theorem 7.1 we have the following

Theorem 7.2. Suppose that the subspace 21 of 3C has the property that if x

is in 21 so also is px for every function p of class Cx. Suppose further that for

each point to in T there is a neighborhood N of to and a constant h>0 such that

the inequality (7.3) holds for every x in 21 whose support set is in N. Then J is a

Legendre form on 2Í.

For, in view of our hypotheses we may cover T by a finite number of

spheres Ni, ■ ■ ■ , Np having the property that for each sphere A7, there is a

constant hj>0 such that (7.3) holds with h = hjior every x in 21 whose support

set is in Nj. Let h be the least of the numbers hi, • • • , hp. Select functions

Pi. ' • • . Pp of class C°° such that the support set of p¡ is in N¡ and such that

PÏ+ • • • +p*,= Vpn T. Set

Q(x) = J(x) - h\\x\\2,        P(x) = Q(pix) + ■ ■ ■ + Q(Ppx).

Since the support set of pjX is in Nj it follows that Q(pjx) ^0 on ?t and hence
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that P(x) ^0 on 21. Since p\-\- ■ ■ ■ +PP= 1 the terms in the difference

Ki(x) = Q(x) - P(x)

arising from R(x) and \\x\\l involving products of &th derivatives x*aXß cancel.

It follows from Theorem 6.1 that Pi is w-continuous. The quadratic form Q

is the sum of a nonnegative form P and a w-continuous form Pi and is ac-

cordingly w/s-continuous. The quadratic form / is therefore a Legendre

form, by Theorem 3.1, as was to be proved.

For each point to in T let

(t)xß(t)dt,(7.5) R(x, to) =  j ras(h)xa(t)xß

where a, ß, i, j are summed as in the definition of R(x) in /. With the help

of this quadratic form we can prove the following:

Theorem 7.3. Suppose that 21 has the property described in Theorem 7.2.

Then J is a Legendre form on 21 if and only if to each point to in T there is a

neighborhood N of to such that the quadratic form R(x, to) defined by (7.5) is

positive definite on the class of all x in 21 whose support set is in N.

Since J(x) is a Legendre form if and only if R(x) is a Legendre form we can

suppose that J(x) =R(x). Suppose therefore that R(x) is a Legendre form.

Let to be a point in T. In view of Theorem 7.1 there exist positive constants

h and e such that the inequality

(7.6) R(x) ^ 2h\\x\\2

for all x in 21 whose support set is in the e-neighborhood of to- Let A7 be a

smaller neighborhood of to chosen so that

(7.7) f [r»ß(t) - rZß(ta)\xl(t)xl(t)dt
\ J N

<

for all x in 21. Combining this result with (7.6) we see that

R(x, to) ^h\\x\\2

holds for all x in 21 whose support set is in N.

Suppose conversely that for each point to in T there is a neighborhood N

and a constant h>0 such that

R(x, to) è 2A||*||*

for all x in 21 whose support set is in N. Diminish N if necessary so that (7.7)

holds. Then R(x) is positive definite on the class of all x in 21 whose support

set is in N. It follows from Theorem 7.2 that R(x) is a Legendre form. This

proves the theorem.
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8. Conditions of Legendre. Let

(8.1) r (t, Í, f) = ¿k"Ùhf, | « | = | ß I = A,     A = «,    ; = »,

where a = (ai, • • • , am), ß = (ßu ■ • • , ßm) and £" is the product ¿î1^1 • • • £¡¡¡"

of powers of £i, • • • , £m. The quadratic form / defined by (7.1) will be said

to satisfy the condition I of Legendre on T if the inequality

(8.2) f(/,î,f)èO

holds on T for all sets (£, f) such that £ = (£i, • • • , £m) is real and

f = (r1, - • • , T") ¡s complex. The quadratic form / will be said to satisfy

the condition I' in TU there is a constant e>0 such that the inequality

(8.3) KU.f)fc «1*1*1 it
holds on T if £ is real and f is complex. Here |£| = (£<,|„)1/2, |f|

= (f'í01/2 (^ = 1. ■ ■ ■ , m;j=l, ■ • • , n). If the coefficients r^ are real, the

numbers f can be restricted to be real. It is clear that the condition (8.3)

is the Legendre condition I for

(8.4) / J(x, e) = 7(x) - É||x||2.

Recall that a function x in 3C whose &th derivatives are bounded is of class

C(t-D on f ancj hag Lipschitzian (k — l)st derivatives on T. Let X be the

closure in 3C of all functions of this type which together with their partial

derivatives of order ^k— 1 vanish on the boundary of T. We-shall refer to

X as the class of functions in 3C which together with its derivatives of order

< k vanish on the boundary of T. It can be shown that if a function x in X is

extended to be zero on the complement of T, then x is of class SD(t) on every

interval in /-space. In view of our assumption on the boundary öf T, the class

X can be shown to be the closure of all x in 3C of class CK whose support set

is in T.

Theorem 8.1. Let X be the set of all xin 3C wAícA together with its derivatives

of order < k vanish on the boundary of T. The quadratic form J is a Legendre

form on X if and only if it satisfies the Legendre condition I' on T. It is wls-

continuous on X if and only if it satisfies the Legendre condition I on T.

Suppose first that J is a Legendre form on X. We shall show that the

Legendre condition I holds. To this end let to be a point in T and suppose

there exist real numbers £ = (£i, • • ■ , £m) and complex numbers

f-(fli ' • • jf") suchthat

r(to, Ü, f) < 0.

Given a neighborhood N of to in T let p(t) be a nonzero function of class C"

whose support set is in Af. Let X be a real number and set
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(8.5) x>(t) = p(t)t>e*'t,       t( = hti + • • • + Um.

For this function the quadratic form P(x, to) defined by (7.5) is expressible

as a polynomial

R(x, to) = X2*4„ + X2*-1^! + • • • + Au

in X, where Ao, Ai, ■ • ■ , A2h are constants and

Ao = r(to, S,t) j p(t)2dl<0.

Since -40<0 the number X can be chosen so large that P(x, to) <0. Since N

is an arbitrary neighborhood of t0, this is impossible, by Theorem 7.3. It

follows that 7 satisfies condition I. One can obtain the same conclusion by

the use of the function

x'(t) = p(t)t ' cos X/|

in place of the function (8.5). Our conclusion is therefore valid also in the real-

valued case.

If / is a Legendre form on X so also is the quadratic form 7(x, e) defined

by (8.4) for e sufficiently small and positive. Consequently (8.3) holds with

this choice of €, that is, 7(x) satisfies the condition I'. If 7(x) is w/5-continu-

ous, then 7(x, e) is a Legendre form for all e<0. Consequently (8.3) holds

for all 6<0. Hence (8.2) holds. A «z/5-continuous form therefore satisfies the

condition I of Legendre.

Suppose next that 7 satisfies the condition I of Legendre, and that the

coefficients rhJß are constants. We shall show that P(x)^0. To this end let

x be a function in X and extend x to be identically zero on the complement

of P. One can restrict x to have bounded Ath derivatives, if one wishes to do

so. Let x' denote the Fourier transform

*■'• = (2t)-""2  f  e-^xi(t)dt        (/£ = i,|, + • • • + Um)
J — so

of x'. By integration by parts it is seen that the Fourier transform of xi is

¡¡ax'. Hence

. T       hj   h   j i hj   a  3   h—j
R(x) =   I    ra3xaXfidl =   j    fasf £ x x ) df ^ 0,

J —ao J —X

as was to be proved. The result just given was established by van Hove, by

the same argument for the case A = 1, and has been given by the various writ-

ers on partial differential equations.

Suppose now that 7 satisfies the condition I' of Legendre and select e>0

so that (8.3) holds as stated. Then by the result just obtained the inequality
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P(*. h) =   I rJß(to)xax'fidt ^ e J xl^d/,  | a\ =\ß\ = k,
J T J t

holds on 3C. The integral on the right differs from ||x||2 by a w-continuous

form and is accordingly a Legendre form. Since it is positive on 3C, it is posi-

tive definite. Hence R(x, to) is positive definite on 3C. By virtue of Theorem

7.3, it follows that /(*) is a Legendre form on 3C, as was to be proved.

Finally, if / satisfies the condition I of Legendre, then, for e <0, the quad-

ratic form J(x, e) given by (8.4) satisfies the condition I' of Legendre. Hence

/ is w/s-continuous on X, by virtue of Theorem 3.1. This completes the

proof of Theorem 8.1.

Theorem 8.2. Suppose that m = \. Then J is a Legendre form on 3C if and

only if it satisfies condition I' of Legendre. Moreover, J is wls-continuous on X.

if and only if it satisfies condition I of Legendre.

This result follows because 3C differs from 3C by a subspace of finite dimen-

sion.

Following terminology used in the calculus of variations, a function * in

3C will be called an extremal for J if it is J orthogonal to the subclass X of 3C

described above. Combining Theorems 3.6 and 8.1 we obtain the following

extension of the problem of Dirichlet:

Theorem 8.3. Suppose that J satisfies the condition V of Legendre. Given a

function x in 3C there is an extremal y having the same boundary values (in the

sense that x —y is in 3C) if and only if x is J-orthogonal to 3Zf~\XJ.

The quadratic form / will be said to satisfy the Legendre condition II

if it satisfies condition I of Legendre and if at each boundary point to of T

the inequality

(8.6) r(to, t) = rJß(to)TaTß è 0, | a\   =   | ß\   = k,

holds for every set -ni, of complex numbers. It will be said to satisfy the condi-

tion ll' of Legendre il it satisfies condition I' on T and if there is a constant

€>0 such that the inequality

(8.7) r(t0, 7r) ^ «r«#<«

holds at each boundary to of T for every set 7r£ of complex numbers. The

condition II is satisfied by certain quadratic forms arising in the theory of

partial differential equations. The condition II' is satisfied by J(x) = ||*||2.

Theorem 8A. If J satisfies the condition IV of Legendre, then J is a Legendre

form on 3C. If J satisfies the condition ll of Legendre, it is wls-continuous on 3C.
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This result follows readily from Theorem 7.3. The condition II' of Le-

gendre is not in general a necessary condition for J to be a Legendre form.

We shall give three further conditions of Legendre which are valid if the

boundary is of class Bk and each boundary point is of index p — 1 in the sense

described in the paragraph preceding Theorem 6.2. Consider now a boundary

point to and let the ¿i-axis be the normal at t = to. It will be convenient to use

the variables (£, i¡i, • • • , t/„,_i) in place of (£i, • • • , £„,). Then the character-

istic form (8.1) can be written as

(8.8) r(to, $, t?, f) = r'a'yM{fnUhf

where a, ß represent the numbers cti, ßi in (8.1) and y = (71, • • • , Ym-i),

8 = (81, • • • , 5„,_i), vy = Tjï'rja2 • - • Im-lS We shall also use the abbreviated

notation

(8.9) r(to, £, v, r) = rhJß(fUJ

where

(8.10) raß = ray,ßSri v ■

In these formulas the coefficients are to be evaluated at t = to. With these

notations in mind we can state the following further modification of the

Legendre condition I'.

The quadratic form J(x) will be said to satisfy the condition III' of

Legendre if

(a) The condition I' of Legendre holds.

(b) At each boundary point to there is a constant e>0 such that the con-

dition

(8.11) r(t0, Ç, r,, t) ^e[|£|2+  U|2]*|f|2

holds for all complex numbers (£, n, f) with r¡ real, where r(to, £, r¡, f) is given

by (8.8).
(c) At each boundary point to the inequality

(8.12) r£Tairl è0 (a, ß = 1, • • • , m; i, j = 1, • • • , n)

holds for all complex numbers irha for all t\ with 1171 = 1 where r%, is given by

(8.10).
We have the following extension of a result given by Aronszajn [l]:

Theorem 8.5. Suppose that the boundary of T is of class Bk and each bound-

ary point to if of index p = l. If the condition III' of Legendre holds then J(x) is

a Legendre form on SQ..
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This result follows from Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 10.2 to be given in

§10. The condition III' as stated is not in general a necessary condition for

7(x) to be a Legendre form on X. The condition (8.11) however is a necessary

condition, as can be seen by the use of Theorem 9.4 in the next section.

Consider next a boundary point to at which the Legendre condition I'

holds. Then the determinant

A(£, r,) = det(r*ka+'),      ,.

where r"Jß is given by (8.10), is different from zero for all real numbers (£, ?;)

with |t;| =1. Let Ch> be the cofactor of r%£a+ß in this determinant. Let

Vo> • ' " > f*—i be arbitrary constants and set

* «-1 z, «-Ï k h
Va = £     Vo + £     »i + • • • + t>«_l,

V" = Ckrr%V',A-\ ig=l,---,n)

As will be seen in §10 below, P* is a rational function of £ of degree S~-l>

The quadratic form

(8.13) N(v;v,to) =   rRar%%dl;
J -<*>

in i/q, • • • , fi_i is therefore well defined. The quadratic form 7(x) will be

said to satisfy the condition IV of Legendre if

(a) The condition I' of Legendre holds.

(b) At a boundary point to the quadratic form N(v; n, to) defined by (8.13)

is positive definite in izó, • • • , fí_! for each set of real numbers

n = (vi, ■ ■ ■ , Vm-i) with | y | =1.

Theorem 8.6. Suppose that the boundary of T is of class Bk and each bound-

ary point is of index ju = 1. PAc quadratic form J(x) is a Legendre folrm on X

if and only if condition IV of Legendre holds. < ., ■

This result follows from Theorem 10.1 given in §10 below with the help

of Theorem 7.3. A necessary condition at boundary points of index ¿t> 1 will

be given in Theorem 9.3.

There is an intermediate condition of Legendre which will insure that

7(x) is a Legendre form on certain subclasses of X. This condition will be

called the condition V of Legendre and is defined as follows :

(a) The condition I' of Legendre holds.

(b) At each boundary point to the condition (8.12) holds, as stated.

(c) To each boundary point to there is an integer r(t0) úk such that given

a set of polynomials Z'(£) of £, not vanishing simultaneously, the polynomials

r^^Z'i!;) in £ have, for each n with  \n\ =1, at most r(t0) common zeros
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(counting multiplicities) on each side of the real axis.

Let B be the subclass of all functions in 3C which together with its deriva-

tives of orders <r(t0) vanish on the part of the boundary lying in some neigh-

borhood of a boundary point to. We have the following

Theorem 8.7. Suppose that the boundary of T is of class Bk and that each

boundary point to is of index u = \. If the Legendre condition V holds, then J(x)

is a Legendre form on the subspace (B of 3C described above.

This result is an extension of a result given by M. Schechter for the case

w = l. It follows from Theorem 7.3 combined with Theorem 10.3 below.

9. A case with constant coefficients. In order to establish Theorems 8.4,

8.6, and 8.7 it is sufficient, by Theorem 7.3, to study the behavior of J(x)

on the class of functions in X which vanish exterior to a neighborhood of a

boundary point to. By a transformation of variables the portion of T in such

a neighborhood can be taken to be an interval. Consequently, we may take

T itself to be an interval. Moreover, by Theorem 7.3 we can suppose that

J(x) is of the form

J(x) =   f   raßXax'ßdt, | a |   =  | ß  = k,

where the coefficients /¿p are constants. This case will be studied in the next

three sections. It will be convenient to change our notations somewhat and

use (si, • • • , s„, h, • • • i t,) to denote a point of T in place of (h, ■ ■ ■ , tm).

We shall assume that T is the closed interval

(9.1) 0 g s, ^ i,        -búUúb (o UP, rúv)

and write x>(s, t) in place of x'(t). Let a=(cti, ■ ■ • , a»), ß=(ßi, ■ • ■ , ßtf),

7 = (7ii • - - . T»). ô = (Si, • • • , 8„). The partial derivatives of x> will be de-

noted by

i .     _|.|+|T| ÍM+M*
Xay   =   (-»)

dsp • • • dspdt\¡ • • • d/>

Then J(x) takes the form

I   rjy,ßsxayxßsdsdl, |«|+M=|0|+|«|=*.
o   J-b

The characteristic form (8.1) is now

Ai        <*-ß  y   S   A_j hi,  .   a-ß  »_j

(9.2) r({, ,, f) = ray,ßu HUT  = ^0?)£ £ f f

where
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(9.3) ra0(v) = ray,0Sn rj .

We shall assume throughout this section that J satines the Legendre condi-

tion I', that is, that there is a constant e>0 such that

(9.4) r(|t,ff)fc«[|f|»+|f|«Klí|«

holds for all real numbers (£, ij) and complex numbers f. Let 2I& be the class

of all x in 3C such that x*r(s, t)=0, \a\ —|— |-y| <k holds on each face of T

defined by one of the relations tT = b, tT= —b, s, = b. Extend the function in

2h> so that x'(s, /) = 0 on the complement of P. Then x'(s, t) is of class 3D* on

the infinite interval

(9.5) 0 | i„ < »,        -co<¿r< + oo

and x£Y are square integrable on this set. We may accordingly write J in the

form

(9.6) J(x) =   j      I    rayißSxayXßsdsdt.
Jo     J -K

It is easily seen that we can restrict the inner product on 2Í6 to be of the

simpler form

(9.7) (x,y)=   |      f  ¿yyiydsdt, \ a\  + \y\   = k.
Jo      J -n

Finally, let 2lM be the closure of the union of the classes 2l¡, (0<o< oo) under

the norm just described.

We shall be interested in the behavior of / on certain subclasses of 21&

obtained by imposing restrictions on the faces s„ = 0 (<r= 1, • • • , p). To this

end observe that the boundary values of x*ay, \a\ ú\y\ <k, are well defined

almost everywhere on each of these faces. In the present paper we shall as-

sume that the boundary conditions are such that if x'(s, t) satisfies the bound-

ary conditions so also does x'(Xs, Xt) for each positive X. With this in mind

we can prove the following:

Theorem 9.1. Let (B«, be a subclass of 2L with the property that if x'(s, t)

is in (Boo so also is x'(\s, \t) for each positive number X. Let (ñb = %(~^(S>x. Sup-

pose that 0<o<o'< ». Then J(x) is nonnegative, positive, or positive definite

on ($>b if and only if it has the corresponding property on (S>b'. Moreover, J(x)

is nonnegative or positive definite on (B„ if and only if it has the corresponding

property on (BM. The quadratic form J(x) is wise-continuous on (B¡, if and only

if it is nonnegative on (B&. It is a Legendre form on (Rb if and only if it is positive

definite on (ñb.

Let x'(s, t) be a function in (BM and set y'(s, t) =Xm/2x'(Xs, X/), where X is

a positive number. Then, as is easily seen, J(y) =\2kJ(x), \\y\\ =X*||x||. More-
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over, if x is in (&b then y is in <&b/x. In view of this fact the first two conclusions

in the theorem hold. Since 7 is a Legendre form on (B¡,', there is by Theorem

7.1 a number b such that 7 is positive definite on (S>b. Consequently, J is a

Legendre form on (B& if and only if it is positive definite on (Bj. The statement

on w/5-continuity follows from the last statement by replacing 7(x) by 7(x)

+ e||x||2.

As a next step let x'(s, /) be a function in (B0 and let

y'(s, n) = (27r)-"/2 j    tru'xi(s, l)dt, In = tm + ■ • • + t*t.

Then, from the theory of Fourier transforms, we have

(9.9) J(x) =   f     (  r%)ya(s,n)y'ß(s,r,)dVds, \ a\   Ú k, \ ß\   g k,
Jo      J -oo

where the coefficients r„ß(n) are given by (9.3). This suggests the study of the

integral

(9.10) Hy,v) =   I    '¿¡¡(T))ya(s)yfi(s)ds, \ a\ g. k, \ ß\ £ k.
Jo

To this end let Qx be the class of all functions y'(5) of class 2D* on 0;=5< co

which together with their derivatives of orders gk are square integrable on

this domain. Let Qb be the subclass of e^ of all y that vanish on the comple-

ment of Ogsgb. Let % be the subclass of all y in C¡, that satisfy the same

boundary conditions as those defining (B6. Finally set

(9.11) Q(y,v)= f\v\2k~2]alyi(s)yiis)ds.
Jo

We have the following:

"Theorem 9.2. The relation J(x) ^0 holds on ($>b if and only if the inequality

P(y; v) SïO holds on $)bfor each set n = (771, ■ • ■ , n?) of real numbers. The quad-

ratic form 7(x) is a Legendre form on (B& if and only if there is a constant € > 0

such that

(9.12) Piy,v)^eQ(y;v)

holds on Qpfor each real 77.

The last statement follows from the first by replacing 7(x) by 7(x) —e||x||2

and replacing P(y; r¡) by P(y; v)— eQ(y; v). If P(y; v) ^,0 on £>6 for each r\

then J(x) ^0 on (&0 by virtue of (9.9).

Suppose next that there is a function y'(5) in % and a set of real numbers

v such that P(y; n) <0. Observe that if X> 1 then
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(9.13) z'(s) = X"'2y'(Xs)

has the property that

(9.14) P(z; \v) - X2*P(y; „)

as can be seen by substitution. Moreover, z>(s) is in SD»/x. Consider now the

function

x'(s, t) = \"i2y>'(\s)e-iX"<p(t)

where p(t) is a nonnull function of class C°° whose support set is in —b^t^b.

Then J(x) is expressible in the form

/(*) = \2kP(y; v) f p2(t)dt + X2*-i Ax + • • • + Au
J-b

where A T is of the form

/Caßya(^s)yß(\s)\"ds =   I   caßya(s)yß(s)ds,
o Jo

the coefficients ch¿ being constants. Since P(y; r¡) <0 we can select X so large

that J(x) <0. Moreover * is in (B&. In view of this result it follows that if

J(x) ^0 on (B&, then P(y; ij)^0on SD6 for each set of real numbers n.

Theorem 9.3. Suppose that 0<b^ ». Then P(y; rj)^0 on 2D¡, holds for all

real r¡ if and only if this inequality holds on 3D» for all real r¡ with \ri\ =1. There

is a constant e>0 such that the inequality (9.12) holds on S)bfor all real n if and

only if this inequality holds on 2DM/or all real n with \n\ = 1.

In view of the relations (9.13) and (9.14) it follows that if 0<ô<ô'< »,

then P(y; t]) ̂ 0 on 20o for all n if and only if P(y; r;) è0 on 2V for all n. Hence

P(y, »?)è0 on £>;, for all 77 if and only if P(y; v)=® on 3D« for all 77. Since

P(y; 0) ̂ 0 on 20«, if P(y; n) ̂ 0 on 2D„ for all tj^O, it follows from (9.14) that
P(y\ n)^0 on 2D«, for all r¡ if and only if P(y; v)^0 on £>„ for all ?j with

I n| =1. This proves the first statement in the theorem. The second statement

is obtained from the first by replacing P by P — eQ.

As a consequence of the last theorem we can prove the following:

Theorem 9.4. If J(x) is a Legendre form on 2t& then there is an e>0 such

that the inequality

(9.15) r(|,,,f)è«[|{|,+ |*|»P|f|"

holds for all sets of complex numbers (£, 17, f ) such that the 77's are real and the

imaginary parts of £ are all of the same sign. Moreover, if J(x) is wls-continuous

on 2I0, then the inequality (9.15) with e — 0 holds for all sets (£, n, f) of this type.
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By the arguments used previously the first statement follows from the

last statement with J— e||x||2 playing the role of J(x). In order to prove

the last statement choose a set (£, n, f) with n real and the imaginary parts

£" of £ being negative. Then y' = e~ulC> is in Qa and

/* °°
P(y, V) = r({, v, t)  I    e2'i"ds.

Jo

Since P(y; r?) ̂ 0, by Theorems 9.2 and 9.3, it follows that r(£, r¡, f) ^0. Since

r(i, v, f) - r(-{, -n, f)

it follows that r(£, rj, f)=0 when the imaginary parts of £ are positive. By

continuity considerations it follows that this inequality holds when the

imaginary parts of £ are nonnegative and nonpositive. This proves the theo-

rem.

10. The case p,= 1. In the present section we shall assume that u = 1 and

that the class ($>rb is the class of all x in 3l(, which together with its derivatives

of orders <r vanish on face 5 = 0 where r is an integer on the range O^r^A.

The corresponding subclass T>[ of &b is the class of all y in Qb such that

yt(0) = 0 (<r - 0, 1, • . - , r - 1).

It is clear that (&°b coincides with 31& and £>" coincides with Qb.

Throughout this section it will be convenient to extend the functions y in

Gb (and hence also in SDj) so as to be identically zero on — » <s <0. The inte-

gral P(y; ri), defined by (9.10), can be written in the form

00    ....

(10.1) P(y;v) =   I    rjßyay'ßds.

Let 3D»- be the class of all functions of the form y'( — s), where y'(s) is in 3ûJ.

Let 3D" be the direct sum of the classes Dj and ©J". Similarly set 6?= e6 + e¿".

The class Dj* is the class of all y in Q* such that

(10.2) yt(0+) = yÍ(Q-) =0 (<r = 0, 1, ■ • • , r - 1).

We have the following

Lemma 10.1. The quadratic form P(y; v) is nonnegative, positive, positive

definite on 3DJ (on Qb) for all real unit vectors n if and only if it has the same

property on 5fb* (on 6*). The quadratic form J(x) is positive definite on 31& if

and only if P(y; rj) is positive definite on 6* for real unit vectors r\. The quadratic

form J(x) is positive definite on <&i if and only if P(y; n) is positive definite on

2Dj for all real unit vectors r¡.
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A function x in Sfb is of the form x>(s)=y>(s)+z'( — s), where y'(s) and

z'(s) are in 3)£. Moreover

P(x; r,) = P(y; n) + P(z; -v), \\x\\2 = ||y||2 + ||z||2.

It follows that the first statement in the lemma holds. The remaining two state-

ments follow from Theorems 9.2 and 9.3.

Let y be an arc in 6*. The quantities

(10.3) va = í(27r)"1/2[yÍ(0-r-) - yí(0-)] (0 g a < *)

will be taken as a measure of the discontinuity of y„(s) at s = 0. As before let

y1' denote the Fourier transform

(10.4) f = (2*)"1" f  e-^yi(s)ds
J -as

of yi. The Fourier transforms Si oí yi can be written in the form

(10.5) ¿-fV+Fl (OZotûk)

where

(10.6) V. = f!(|, ») = r* + rVi +■■■+ yli.

It will be convenient to write the Fourier transform tfa in a somewhat different

form. To this end recall that, by virtue of our assumption that the condition

I' of Legendre holds, the determinant

Afc 77) - áttiriÜ")

is different from zero for all real numbers (£, 77) with |t;| =1. This deter-

minant is a polynomial of degree 2nk in £. Let Chi be the cofactor of r^a+ß

in A(£, 77) and set

wh = rtSSvi     fä = w\~\
(10-7) p: = *&,.) = /. - «v.

Observe that F'' has been chosen so that the relation

(10.8) ulk% = 0

is an identity in l¡, vi, v{, ■ ■ • , pi_t. Setting

(10.9) Í* = 51*+ F*

we obtain formulas
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h ah h

% = £ i    + Ra,

(10'10) /W - /V+W i pVVraßyayß = ra3£    22+ Rara»R».

We have the following

Lemma 10.2. Suppose that the Legendre condition V holds. The functions

Ra are rational functions in £ of degree g —1 unless they vanish identically in

£. The arc z defined by

(10.11) 2'(5) = (27T)-1'2 f e^'ê'^dè
J-an

is an arc in C* having no discontinuities at 5 = 0. Moreover

Piy;r,) = Piz;v) + Niv,T,),

P(y-z]v) = N(v;v)

where

(10.13) N(v;v) =   f  RharhJ$RUl
J —a

In order to prove the first statement in the lemma the coefficient phJ of

v*\n

(10.14) Wh = VkA = pHJv, (0 = 0, 1, • ■ • , A - 1)

is the polynomial

(10.15) g = CkrCr~l (y = o-+l,.--,k)

and is of degree g2nk — o — l. For each cr we have

(10.16) A3    = p, £     +9, (o-not summed),

where S'" is the Kronecker delta and q? is of degree at most 2nk — A+o-.

Combining (10.14), (10.16), (10.6) and (10.7) it is found that

h h —r—1 hj 3   —a—1

W   = v.%      A — q, !v£       ,

h h  a—T—1 —1   hj j   a—,— 1

Ra = — »r£ + A   q,v,k (a < A, t = a, • • • , A — 1),

Rk = A   c;, »„A

From these formulas it is seen that the functions P* are rational functions of

£ of degree :§ — 1 unless P* =0. This proves the first statement in the lemma.
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Since R„ and $, are square integrable it follows that £°á* is square integra-

ble. It follows that the function z'(s) defined by (10.11) is in e£ and á* = £aá*

is the Fourier transform of *£. Consequently z has no discontinuities at j = 0.

The first of the formulas (10.12) follows from (10.10). Using (10.8) and
(10.10) we see that

„a Ay_y        Ay o+« A_y
ZafaßSß = f«/9Î      ê *

and hence that

P(y-z;r,) - P(y;t,)-P(z;r,).

It follows that the second formula in (10.12) holds. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 10.3. Suppose that the Legendre condition I' holds. The quadratic

form P(y; n) is positive definite on &Z if and only if N(v; n) is positive definite

in the variables Vg, • • ■ , !)»_! for all real unit vectors v, where N(v; n) is given

by (10.13).

In view of the formulas (10.12) it follows that P(y; v) is positive on 6*

for all real unit vectors n if and only if N(v ; r¡) is positive (and hence positive

definite) in v for all unit vectors r\. Suppose therefore that N(v; n) is positive

definite as stated. Let

rae(n, t) = raß(r,) - 11 ij |        &aß8   .

Then

P(y, V, «) =   I    ra'ß(t,, e)yayß = P(y, n) - eQ(y; r¡)
J -a,

where Q(y; r¡) is given by (9.11). Observe that Q(y; »7) = ||y||2 when |rj| =1.

By virtue of the Legendre condition I' the inequality

r%, <)tYf > 0

holds on interval Oá«áío for all real unit vectors r¡, for all real numbers £

and all complex vectors f A0. Let N(v; r¡, e) be the quadratic form (10.13)

computed with r%(i\) replaced by r^ß(n, e). Then N(v; n, 0) = N(v, r¡). It

follows that if €o can be chosen sufficiently small then N(v; n, e) is positive in

v for all unit vectors jj and all e on O^e^eo. Hence P(y; r¡, t) is positive on

Gt for these choices n and e, that is, P(y; r¡) is positive definite on et for

all unit vectors v, as was to be proved.

Corollary. Suppose that the Legendre condition V holds. Then P(y; t]) is

positive definite on Gx for all unit vectors r¡ if and only if it is positive on Q„ for

all unit vectors rj.
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Combining Lemmas 10.1 and 10.3 we obtain

Theorem 10.1. Suppose that p = \ and that the Legendre condition V holds

for the quadratic form J(x) defined in §9. Then J(x) is a Legendre form on the

class 2Í¡, (0 <b ^ » ) if and only if the quadratic form N(v; 77) defined by (10.13)

is positive definite in the variables 1^, ■ ■ ■ , 1^-1/or all real unit vectors 77.

Theorem 10.2. Suppose that the inequality

(10.18) rhJßThJß^ 0

holds for all tt and all real unit vectors 77. Suppose further that there is a constant

e > 0 such that

hj   a-ß   h.j r i       ,2 i       ,2,* ,       ,2

(10.19) au f  è«[|*|   + | 7,| ] |f |

holds for all (£, 77, f) with 77 real. Then J(x) is positive definite on the class 2li.

By virtue of Theorem 10.1 it is sufficient to show that the quadratic form

N(v; 77) is positive definite in v for all 77 with \r¡\ =1. Suppose that this is not

the case and select an^O and an 77 with 1771 = 1 so that N(v; 77) =0. Then, by

(10.18), we have

RaraßRß = 0,

hence

0 = raßRß = raßVß — raä£ V

holds for all real numbers £ and hence also for all complex numbers £. We

have accordingly, with Wh= VhA,

_a hj—y .a  hj   ß-.'

£ raßVßA = t raßCW3.

In view of the relation (10.19) the determinant of the coefficients of Wk

is different from zero. Consequently every root of A(£)=0 is also a root of

IF''(£) =0 of the same order. This is impossible since the degree of A exceeds

that of IF''. This proves the theorem.

The following further result will be useful.

Lemma 10.4. Suppose the condition I' of Legendre holds and let Wh and Vh

be defined by (10.7). The relation Wh = 0 (h = l, ■ ■ • , n) or equivalently the

relation Vh = 0 (h = 1, • • ■ , n) holds for all real numbers £ and a given set 77

with 1771 =1 if and only if vl = 0 (a = 0, 1, • • • , k — 1).

This result is an immediate consequence of the first equation in (10.17).

Consider next the subspace SOC of et determined by the conditions (10.2).

On this class the relations
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v, = 0 (o- = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , r - 1)

hold, where i£ is defined by (10.3). It follows that the functions Wh defined

by (10.7) depend only on vh„ • ■ ■ , i>í_j and are polynomials in £ of degree at

most 2nk — r — 1, as can be seen by (10.14) and (10.15). For each set

^. • ■ • . flt-ii not all zero, and for each 77 with 1771 = 1 we shall define an index

q(v, 77) as follows. Let P(£) be the polynomial in £ whose zeros are the common

zeros, counting multiplicities, of the polynomials IF1, ■ • • , Wn in £ for the

given set (v, 77). We may write IF* in the form Wh = ZhF, where Zh are poly-

nomials that do not vanish simultaneously in £. The equations

(10.20) f^V(£) = 0

have no common real zeros, by virtue of the condition I' of Legendre. Let

2+("( v) be the number of common zeros, counting multiplicities, having

positive imaginary parts and let q~(v, 77) be the number with negative real

parts. Let q(v, 77) be the larger of q+(v, 77) and q~(v, n). Finally let q be the

maximum of the integers q(v, 77) for all 77 with 1771 = 1 and all vi, ■ • • , p£_j,

not all zero. We can now establish the following

Theorem 10.3. Let r be an integer on the range 0^r<k. Suppose that the

Legendre condition I' holds and the inequality (10.18) holds for all ir and all

real unit vectors 77. If the index q defined above does not exceed r, then J(x) is

positive definite on the class (BrM of all arcs in 21«, which vanish, together with its

normal derivatives of orders <r, on the face s = 0.

The proof of this result will be given in the next section. The theorem has

been established, with minor modifications, by M. Schechter for the case

« = 1. The proof here given is modeled after that given by Schechter [20].

Corollary. Let q' be the least integer such that for real unit vector 77 and for

polynomials Z'(£), not vanishing simultaneously, the equations (10.20) have at

most q' roots with positive imaginary parts and at most q' roots with negative

imaginary parts. The conclusion of Theorem 10.3 remains valid if the index q'

is used in place of q in the statement of the theorem.

11. Proof of Theorem 10.3. The proof of Theorem 10.3 is based on a

sequence of lemmas, the first of which is the following

Lemma 11.1. Let g and r be integers such tliat g>r>0. Let G(£) be a poly-

nomial of degree g having no real roots and having at most r roots (counting

multiplicities) on either side of the real axis. Let H(£) be a nonnull polynomial

of degree at most g — r—i. There is an integer a (0 ^<r <r) such that

j     -— dÇ * 0.
J-»   G(Q
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This lemma has been established by M. Schechter [20, p. 167].

Lemma 11.2. Suppose that the legendre condition V holds and let Vßt W, A,

V' = W'A be the functions appearing in (10.7). Let r be an integer on the range

0<r<k. Suppose that for a given set (v, r?) with

(11.1) v, = 0 (o- < r),       Vj (r g p < k) not all zero, \r¡\   =1

the relations

zu   o\ -h'iA      -hi/iA
(11.2) raäVß = ra/3£ F

hold identically in £ on — <=o <£< œ. Let P(£) be the greatest common divisor

of the polynomials Wl, ■ ■ • , Wn in £ and set Z' = W'/F. If the polynomials

raß£ßZ' have at most r common zeros on each side of the real axis, counting

multiplicities, then the quantities

(11.3) ul =   f  (Vhdt (cr = 0, 2, • • • , r - 1; A = 1, • • • , n)
J -oo

zJo not vanish simultaneously for the given set (v, n).

Let P be the greatest common divisor of 7" and A and set G=A/K,

L = F/K. Writing (11.2) in the form

hj     j hj  ß    j

faßVßG   =   faßt; Z L,

then G must be a divisor of fha^Zi and hence can have at most r zeros on

either side of the axis. By virtue of the Legendre condition I', the polynomial

A and hence G has no real zeros. Moreover, since A is of degree 2«A and IF'

is of degree at most 2nk — r— 1, it follows that Z'L is of degree at most

g — r — 1, where g is the degree of G. Consequently, by Lemmas 11.1 and 10.4,

the integrals

r°° /*°°   Z'L
S'V'dt = £*-— zi£       (a = 0, 1, • • ■ ,r- 1)

J -oo J-m G

do not vanish simultaneously, as was to be proved.

Lemma 11.3. Given an integer r on 0 <r <k let SDr„ be the class of all arcs in

et 5KCA that

(11.4) yí(O-) - yi(0+) - 0 (<r = 0, 1, • • • , r - 1).

The Fourier transform jz of arc y in SDr„ satisfies the relations

(11.5) f  £"/(£)<*£ = 0 (<r = 0, 1,
v  —oo

1).
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If m* is defined by (11.3), with

(11.6) vi = 0 («r < r), vi = i(2T)~llt[yÍ(0+) - yï(0-)] (p £ r < k),

the integral

(11.7) /<*»)-/"{#/ + *#}«

¿s identically zero on £>£ /or a// unit vectors r¡.

On the class 2o£ the Fourier transform y*, of yj is given by ^l = ^'Sh> by

virtue of (11.4). Using (11.4) and the formula

¿t) = (2.)-1/2 f >#(©*

it is seen that (11.5) holds. Using (11.5) it follows that I(y; n) =0 on îC
This proves the lemma.

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 10.3. To this end let m* be

defined by (11.3). The function m* depends on t/?, • • ■ , t>î_i and on 77. Suppose

that we have given a particular arc y in £)£ and let i£, »7 satisfy (11.6). Let

Sh, á\ wh be given by the formulas

_A -r;Ay   iff A .h    .    ..A A A
S   = C w„£ ,       l=y+F,       á)=2-\5

where 5)*, V' are given by (10.4) and (10.7), Chi are the cofactors appearing

in (10.7) and X is a real number to be chosen presently. Observe that Sh has

been chosen so that

(11.8) «\¿-#&rv
and hence the integral (11.7) takes the form

I(y;v) = 2  f    Re[r(£,,,y,5)]á£
J — «

where Re(F) denotes the real part of Fand

Ay a+ß A_y

K£, ̂ i f, f 1) = ^£   f tu

Setting r(£, 17, f) = r(£, 77, f, f), we have the identity

r(£, 9, w) + 2X Re[r(£, ,, V, S)} - X2r(£, „, S)

= r(t,v,z) - 2XRe[r({,Tl y,S)].

Using (10.10) we obtain the formula
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(11.9) P(y; „) - 2X/(y; v) =   f  r(£, „, z)¿£ + M(v; r¡)
J -a

where

M(v;v) = N(v;v) + í   {2X Re[r(£,„, V,S)] - X2r(£,,,S)}¿£.
•^ -00

Using the relation (11.8) and the formula for 5 it is seen that

h   h 2    * /*°°   Chií'+r

(11.10) M(v; t,) = N(v; r,) + 2\u,ü, - X u,u\ I     -</£.
J-«,      A

Select X so that the quadratic form in m* defined by the last two terms in

this expression is positive definite. We shall show that M(v; n) is a positive

definite quadratic form in »*,••• , v^_l for all 77 with |t7| =1. To this end

observe that if (v, 77) are such that N(v; 77) =0, then, as in the proof of Theo-

rem 10.2, the relations (11.2) hold. By Lemma 11.2 the quantities m* are not

all zero unless the quantities (11.6) all vanish. Consequently, M(v; n) is

positive definite. Since I(y; 77) =0 on 2dC, it follows from (11.6) that P(y; 77)

>0 for all y9^0 in 5f* and all 77 with | n| = 1.

It remains to show that P(y; 77) with |jj| =1 is positive definite on 3)'«!.

To this end we compute the formula (11.9) for P(y; rj) — eQ(y; 77) in place of

P(y; 77). This can be carried out by using r*¿ — eSa/?§'"' in place of raJ0. One ob-

tains, on DC, a formula of the form

(11.11) P{y;n) - *Q(y;t,) =   f  r(£, ,, &, e)d£ + M(v;v, e),
J — »

where the right-hand members reduce to the corresponding right-hand mem-

bers of (11.9) when e = 0. It follows from continuity relations that there is a

constant e>0 such that M(v; 77, e) is a positive definite quadratic form in

vr> " " " . fl*-i for all 77 with j -»71 =1. Moreover by virtue of the Legendre con-

dition I', the constant e can be chosen so that r(£, 77, f, €) >0 when 1771 = 1 and

fj^O. We have accordingly P(y; n)}zeQ(y; 77) on DC (and hence also on SDr„)

for all 77 with norm 177] =1. Combining this result with that given in Theorem

9.2 one obtains Theorem 10.3.

12. Elliptic partial differential equations. Consider now an operator ^4x

on the space 3C£(P) to 3Cg(P) defined by

(12.1) a'x = p°J(l)¿(t) +  f K'J(t, s)xt(s)ds,

I «|  S k,j « 1, • •• ,»;<r » 1, • ■ • ,q.
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It is assumed that the functions pa'(t) are integrable on T, the functions

pa(i) with |a| =k are continuous on T, and Ka}(t, s) are square integrable

on TXT. The region T is assumed to satisfy the conditions described in the

paragraph preceding Theorem 6.1.

By the principal part Px of Ax will be meant the operator

(12.2) P'x = pa(t)xa(t), \a\   = k.

The difference Cx = Ax—Px is a compact operator from 3C£ to 3Co, as can be

seen by the use of Theorem 6.1.

The operator A will be said to be elliptic in case at each point t on the

closure T of T

(12.3) ÁV = 0, |«|   =k

holds for nonnull complex numbers f=(f\ • • ■ , fn) and real numbers

Ç"(îii " " • , £m) only in case £ = (0, • • • , 0). Here, as before, a = («i, • • • , ctm)

and £" = £î1£22 • • • £„". Clearly, A is elliptic if and only if its principal part is

elliptic. If we set

hj ,h   ,j
r„ß = Pa Pß ,

then the condition of ellipticity is equivalent to the Legendre condition I'

given by (8.3) for the quadratic form

(12.4) J(x) = \\AX\\2.

Combining Theorems 4.1 and 8.1 we obtain the following

Theorem 12.1. Let X be the subclass of all functions x in 3CJ such that

xi = 0, \a\ <k on the boundary of T. The necessary and sufficient condition that

the operator A restricted to X be of finite nullity and that its range be closed is

that A be elliptic on T.

This theorem states that if A is elliptic and is restricted to X the equations

Ax=f have a solution in X for all / orthogonal to the solutions of vl*z = 0,

where A* is the adjoint of A restricted to X. The theorem is accordingly an

existence theorem. Here and elsewhere we shall omit the discussion of special

cases wrhen it is appropriate to study conditions under which .4*2 = 0 has

only the trivial solution.

In the next two theorems it will be assumed that the boundary is of class

(B* and that each boundary point to is of class p= 1. Consider now a boundary

point to and suppose that the coordinates have been chosen so that the ii-axis

is normal to the boundary at to. The operator A will be said to be Af-elliptic
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at lo if the relation (12.3) holds at to for complex numbers (£, f) with

£2, • • • , £m real only in case either f = (0, • • • ,0) or £ = (0, • ■ • ,0).

Theorem 12.2. Suppose the boundary of T is of class Bk and each boundary

point is of index u = l. A necessary and sufficient condition that the operator A on

X\ be of finite nullity and that its range be closed is that A be elliptic on T and

that A be A1-elliptic at each boundary point of T.

This result is a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 8.5 since the condition

of ellipticity and the condition of A'-ellipticity at boundary points is equiva-

lent to the condition III' of Legendre for the quadratic form (12.4).

Consider now an elliptic differential equation A and consider a boundary

point to- Suppose that the coordinate axes have been chosen so that the /i-axis

is normal to the boundary at to. Given real numbers £2, • • • , £m and poly-

nomials Z'(£i) of £1, which do not vanish simultaneously, then at to the poly-

nomials

"i    a rji I f
P<*t; Z , I a I   = A,

considered as polynomials of £1 do not vanish simultaneously when £1 is real,

since A is elliptic. However they may have common zeros which are complex.

Let ri be the maximum number of these whose imaginary parts have like

signs and let t be the maximum of ti for all choices of real numbers £2, • • • , £m

and all polynomials Z'(£i) which do not vanish simultaneously. Let r(to) be

the smaller of r and A. Let (B be the subclass of all x in 21 such that in a

neighborhood of to the relations x¿ = 0, \a\ <r(t0) hold on the boundary of P.

We have the following

Theorem 12.3. Suppose that the boundary of T is of class Bk and that each

boundary point is of index yu = 1. If A is elliptic, then the operator A restricted

to the subspace (B described above is of finite nullity and the range of A is closed.

This result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 8.7 and 4.1 since

the quadratic form 7(x) =||vlx||2 satisfies the Legendre condition V. It is

clear that Theorems 12.1 and 12.2 are corollaries of Theorem 12.3.

13. Differentiability theorems. In the present section we shall be con-

cerned with the system

(13.1) A'X=f (»-1, ■•-,«)

where A' is given by (12.1). It will be assumed that the coefficients p„(t)

are of class P(r) on T and that the coefficients Ka}(t, s) are of class 7>(r) in /

on T for almost all 5 on T. The functions K"J(t, s) and its partial derivatives

of orders gr with respect to t are assumed to be square integrable on TXT.

Finally it is assumed that/" is of class 2Dtr) and that its partial derivatives of
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orders ^r are square integrable on every interval in T. It will be convenient

to say that a function having the properties ascribed to/' is of class SD^ on T.

Theorem 13.1. If A is elliptic, a solution x of equations (13.1) is of class
3#+r) on T.

As will be seen from the proof, it is sufficient to consider the case when

r = l. Moreover we can assume that (13.1) is the simpler form

(13.2) P°lxÍ=f\ \a\   = A

since the remaining terms can be incorporated in the functions /". Let G be

the gradient operator DT = i(d/dtr) (t= 1, • • • , m). It is easily seen that the

operator

y *y
rj dxa dpa

GAx = ipa-1- i-xa (a = 1, ■ • • , q; t = 1, • • • , m)
dlT dtT

is elliptic on T.

Consider now a point to interior to T. By Theorem 7.3 there is a neighbor-

hood N of h and an e>0 such that the inequality

(13.3) ||G,4x||2 = *\\x\\l+l

holds for all x in 3C¿m vanishing on the complement of N. We can assume

that N is an interval. Let x be a solution of (13.2). Let p(t) be a function of

class C°° whose support set is interior to N and is equal to unity in a neighbor-

hood of to. We shall prove that y'=px' is of class 3c4*+1). In the proof we can

assume that T coincides with A7. Observe first that y is a solution of an equa-

tion of the form

»y y       «
P*y« = i,

where g" is of class ©m and vanishes near the boundary of T=N. Let y1* and

g"h be the A-integral means (see §5) of y¿ and g', where A has been chosen so

small that y'h is identically zero in a neighborhood of the boundary of T. Then

aj   jh ah

(13.4) paya  = <t>

where

ah ah r     aj   j   k ai   jh-,

4   = i   - i(P«y«) - Paya\.

We have (yih)a = (l-h)kyah, by (5.6). Hence

(13.5) \\GA? |f ê elMIÍ+i
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by (13.3). Using Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and (5.5) it is seen that <f>°h, Dr<j>°h converge

in the mean of order two to g", Drg' respectively. It follows from (13.4) and

(13.5) that lly^llt+i is bounded and hence converges weakly to a function in

3Ct+i. This function must coincide with y. The original function x is therefore

of class £>2+1, as was to be proved.

Theorem 13.2. Suppose that the boundary of T is of class Bik+r) and each

boundary point is of index p = 1. If A is elliptic and is N-elliptic on the boundary

of T, then under the hypothesis given at the beginning of this section a solution x

of (13.1) is in the class 3C*+r.

The proof is like that given for Theorem 13.1 with only minor modifica-

tions and will be omitted. It is in this proof that the special form of the

integral mean is used.

14. Further differentiability theorems. The differentiability theorems

given in the last sections are inadequate for problems in the calculus of varia-

tions. In variational problems we are concerned with solutions y of system

L(x) = /(*, y)

where P(x) is a linear functional, J(x, y) is a bilinear functional and x, y are

restricted to lie in certain subspaces of the given Hubert space. The differ-

entiability theorems, as stated in the last section, do not apply unless J is of

the special form (12.4).

In the present section we shall assume that the Hubert space with which

we are concerned is the Hubert space 3Cj(2") used in the preceding pages. We

assume that P(x) and J(x, y) are of the form

C h h ii
Lk(x) =   I  xaJadl, I a I   ^ k,

J T

(14.1)

Jk(x, y) =   I xaraßyß dt,
J T

a\   uk,\ß\   úk,

where the indices are those described in §6.

We make the following assumptions:

(1) The functions r^ are essentially bounded on T and the functions /*

are square integrable on P.

(2) The functions r*^ with \a\ =\ß\ =k are continuous on T, and there

is a constant e>0 such that

(14.2) Re(r^+Vry)èe|£|2t|fll

holds on P.
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(3) There is an integer s^O such that, if we set ko = k — s+1 when k>s,

ko = 0 otherwise, then

(i) The coefficients r% (koú\a\úk) are of class PI <"!-*+' on P.

(ii) The coefficients/* (kBá | a.\ ^k) are of class SD^*' on T.

It should be noted that we do not require that the relation ^ = 1%, hold

for all a, ß as was done in the preceding pages.

Theorem 14.1. Let y be a function in 3C* = 3CÏ(F) satisfying the conditions

(14.3) Lk(x) = Jk(x, y)

for all x in the class G of all x of class C°° whose support set is in T. Under the

hypotheses made above, the function y is of class S)*** on T.

As a first step in the proof of this result let D, = i(d/dt,) (a = 1, • • • , m)

and set, for ifeo^M èk, 0^|í| <h

(14.4)

Jk+i(x, y) =   I  D,Xy[ryßDay'ß + (D,rjß)yß]dt - J   Ax¡r¡¡yUl,

Lk+\{x) =   I  DaXyDafydt —  I  Ax'ifUt.
T

Here Ax denotes the Laplacian of x.

Lemma 14.1. 7/ y is in 3C*+i, then

(14.5) /*+,(*, y)'- - /*(Ax, y),        Lk+1(x) = - ¿(Ax)

for all x i'« C. If (13.3) holds for all x in Q then

(14.6) £*+,(*) = /*+1(x, y)

holds for all x in G. Moreover the functional Jk+i, P*+i satisfy the conditions

(1), (2), (3) of Theorem 14.1 with k replaced by k + l and s replaced by s —1.

The relations (14.5) follow from the divergence theorem. One uses the

fact that x is identically zero in a neighborhood of the boundary of P. The

relation (14.6) follows from (14.3) and (14.5) and the fact that Ax is in G

whenever x is in 6. The last statement in the theorem is readily verified.

Corollary. If Theorem 14.1 holds when s = l, it holds for every positive

integer s.

In view of this corollary we shall assume hereafter that s = 1.

Lemma 14.2. If s= 1, one can assume that r^^O on T unless \a\ =\ß\ =k.

This follows because for | a| <h we can replace /* by fa—f^yi an(l r% by

0 without altering our hypotheses on the coefficients. If \a\ —k, then our
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hypotheses imply that/*-f^y¿ with ß summed subject to the restriction

that \ß\ <A is of class 3D2 and hence can replace/* provided that we replace

rhJß by 0, as before. This proves the lemma.

Hereafter we shall assume that r^ = 0 unless \a\ =\ß\ =A.

Lemma 14.3. If s = l we can assume without loss of generality that T is an

interval, that y and f vanish identically on a neighborhood of the boundary of T,

and that there is a constant e > 0 5WcA that the inequality

(14.7) Re /*(*, x) à e||x||î,       Re 7*+1(x, x) ^ í||x||I+1

holds for all x in 6.

In order to establish the differentiability of y in a neighborhood of a point

io it is sufficient to establish the differentiability of py, where p is a function

of class C" having p = l in a neighborhood of to. In view of Theorem 7.2 ap-

plied to 7*(x, x) +7*(x, x) and 7*+i(x, x) +7*+i(x, x) we can select a neighbor-

hood N of to such that for a suitable choice of e the inequalities (14.7) hold

for all functions x of class C°° whose support set is in P. This neighborhood

AT may be chosen to be an interval with its center at to. Consider now a real

function p of class C such that p = 1 in a neighborhood of to and whose sup-

port set is interior to N. Let S be the points in T at which p(t) =0. Then the

equations

7*(px, y) - Lk(px) = 0

can be put in the form

\pXa[ram    - fa]  ~ Xygy} dl  = 0
J y

where y is summed on the range 0 g \ 71 < A. The functions gy are of class £2 on

T and vanish identically on S. Setting z=py we see that

h h h

Za  =   pya +  Pa

where p* is of class SDj1 on P and p* = 0 on 5. Setting

h h hj   j lli
ga = fa - faßPß, | « |     =  *,

we obtain the relation

I xjràAdt =   I Xygydt,    I a I   =  | ß |   = A, | y |  g  A.
Jn J n

Replacing T by N, y by z and / by g it is seen that the conditions imposed

in Theorem 14.1 with 5= 1 still hold. This proves the lemma.
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In the next lemma we use the superscript A to denote the A-integral mean

of y, as described in §5 and not as an index on the range 1, • • -, n as used

above. We shall use the notation X* to be the subclass of all x in X* such that

x£ = 0 |a| <k on the boundary of T.

Lemma 14.4. There is a positive number ho such that the integral mean

yh (0 <hèho) of y is in Xt+i and satisfies a condition of the form

(14.8) Jk+i(x, yh) = Lhk+1(x) (0 < A á A„),

wAere L\+i are linear forms on X*+i such that

(14.9) lim Lhk+1(x) = Lk+l(x)
A-0

for each x in X*+i.

It is understood that the simplifications described in the preceding lemmas

have been made. Consider now the formula

(14.10) I x\(p)ra\(p)y0(p)dp =   I x\(p)f\(p)dp
J ij, J t

which holds for all x in G. For small values of A the substitution

p = (1 - h)t + hs

where 5 is restricted to T can be made. Since y vanishes in a neighborhood of

the boundary of T the condition (14.10) is equivalent to the condition that

f *ÍW4(P)^(P)(1    -    hfMdt    =      f   Xy(t)fy(p)(l    -   h)~Mdt
J T J >p

for all x in G. Integrating with respect to s over T we obtain

JK(x, y ) = Lic(x)

where

Lk(x)   =    f Xy(t)Fy(t)dt,

MO   =   (1-Â)      (fy)     ~gy, gS    =0,   | 5|     <k,

gà = (1 - A)   ° [(raßyß)   - /¿(y¡) ], \ a\   = A.

Finally set, as in (13.4) with \a\ —k, \8\ <k

Lhk+l(x) =  f [D,xaDaFa - AxsFh/]dt.
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In view of Lemma 13.1 it follows that (13.8) holds. Applying the results de-

scribed in §5 and in particular that given in Theorem 5.5 it is seen that

(14.9) holds.

Lemma 14.5. Given a linear form L(x) on Xk+i there is a vector z in Xk+i

such that

L(x) = Jk+i(x, z)

holds for every x in 3C*+i.

In view of the relations (14.7), this result is a corollary to Theorem 4.2.

We are now in position to complete the proof of Theorem 14.1. By virtue

of the last lemma we may select z in 5C*+i so that

Lk+i(x) = /*+i(x, z)

for all * in 3C*+i. Combining this result with (14.10) we see that

lim /*+i(*, yh) = Jk+i(x, z)

for every x in 3C*+i. It follows from Lemma 14.5 that yh-^>z and consequently

that z — y. The function y is accordingly in 3C*+i, as was to be proved.
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